JP
Interactive
Viewer
Our solution for visualizing, sharing, and managing Point Cloud
and CAD data across multiple teams

PRODUCT DATASHEET

OVERVIEW
JP Global Digital focuses on creating a
digital twin of facilities, an exact 3D
digital replica of the physical asset, its
behavior, and performance, and
developing
software
solutions
according
to
customers'
needs.
Through JP's cloud-based software
suite, digital twins are integrable with
multiple information systems and
departments, providing support to
manage the entire asset lifecycle by
offering
better
visualization,
management, actionable insights, and
decision-making support.

JP Interactive Viewer allows you to
analyze and interrogate the data while
performing what-if scenarios. The JP
platform is intuitive, user-friendly, and
collaborative with robust performance
and functionality.
Data can be uploaded to the platform
easily, allowing the user to interact
with the asset with only a couple of
clicks.

JP
Interactive
Viewer
provides
engineers, designers, surveyors, and
asset owners complete access to their
Point Cloud and CAD data on a single
source. It allows users to access reliable
data without having to visit the facility,
reducing field hours significantly. It
provides measurement capabilities in
the Point Cloud, CAD model, and 360
views, cutting costs and saving time.

Check out JP Interactive Viewer in action
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FEATURES

BENEFITS
Fast
Able to access information of
your 3D model in seconds

User Friendly
Simple and easy to use
interface for all team
members

Time-saving
Perform
simulations
or
analysis behind your desk

Collaborative
Share 3D data with your team
from anywhere in the world

Web Based
Remote management of 3D
data from a single source
location

Cost-efficient
No need for extra hardware
and/or software

Integration Capabilities
Leverage
your
real-time
and/or historical data to
advance toward predictive
analytics
and
automated
control of processes

Collaborative
Visualize and share data
across teams from anywhere
in the world via internet
connectivity
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APPLICATIONS
Asset Management
Collaborative, multi-user source of reliable information. Share data
during review meetings.

Turnaround Management
The integration with planning tools allows
preparation and monitoring of the execution.

a

collaborative

Design and Execution of Modifications
Capable of overlaying and visualizing new components with 3D
Model, Point Cloud, and 360° View.

Inspections
Perform visual inspections from anywhere, anytime. Collaborate
and share information from the Digital Twin.

Management of Change
Easy validation of modifications throughout different departments
and locations.

Manage and visualize large datasets

360 View provides a real vision of the facility
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SPECIFICATIONS
Supported Formats
Point Cloud

E57, LAZ, LAS

CAD Models

NWD, OBJ, FBX

Web Browser

Mozilla Firefox
Google Chrome

Minimum Requirements
20 Mbps Internet Connection
8 GB RAM
i5 Processor
GPU 2 GB RAM

Combine Point Cloud, CAD Model, and 360 View in one platform
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PRICING

Contact us for a customized quote!
info@jpglobaldigital.com

Legal Disclaimer. The information transmitted is intended solely for the individual or entity to which it is addressed and
may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of taking
action in reliance upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you have
received this presentation in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer or digital media.
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